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Justice Department
assaults America's
growth spokesmen
by Scott Thompson

In 1976 the Justice Department began a campaign to destroy parts of the
nation's regional leadership in the name of combating "white-collar crime,"
"organized crime," and "labor racketeering." The annual reports of the U.S.
Attorney General show that over 100,000 victims have been claimed in this
manner through Abscam, Brilab, Pendorf and over 150 other undercover
operations. This number far exceeds the political purges carried out in the
Soviet Union in the 1930s.
There has been nothing random, and nothing criminal, about the Justice
Department's targets. They are part of the leadership of the constituency
based political machines who have built and run the nation's urban industrial
centers in accordance with the American System of economic progress.
Nuclear power; a national transportation grid second to none; and a con
struction industry that can build anything, anywhere, in record time; these
are among the achievements of these American political machines.

An end to constituency politics
On the eve of the 1980 presidential election, spokesmen for all three
candidates have issued statements that because of the present economic
crisis, the United States can no longer afford the inflationary demands of
this system of constituency-based politics.
William Simon, former Secretary of the Treasury and now a top adviser
to Republican candidate Ronald Reagan, stated in a mid-September speech
to the Mont Pelerin Society that: "the realities of the political process still
dominate the course of economic events and historically have forced the
growth of money and credit needed to accommodate inflationary pressures
to contribute to the reelection of incumbent officials."
Bob Walker, chief domestic adviser to Rep. John Anderson, bragged in
an interview with El R on Sept.

15 that his candidate's lack of any

constituency was an advantage. "Unlike the two major parties," Walker

said, "John Anderson doesn't have any constituencies to speak of. There24
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